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THEME:
Coming in all sizes, shapes and colors, families are as varied as patchwork
quilts with their own special brand of love.
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Using scraps cut from the family’s old clothing, a young girl learns the secret
ingredient in her Grandma’s special quilt of memories. This episode leads
LeVar to the Boston Children’s Museum, where he discovers kids learning to
make their own brightly colored patchwork quilts. Then he explores how three
generations of an Italian American family work together in their food store
making some of the food (mozzarella cheese and meatballs) that are store
specialties.
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Invite students to tell about projects they have worked on with members of
their family. Discuss how working together not only helps them complete a
project more quickly and efficiently, but can also make a family more closely
knit.
Discuss the meaning of this statement Grandma made in the story: “A quilt
won’t forget. It can tell your life story.” How does it apply to the quilt Tanya’s
family made? Include in the discussion why the grandmother decided to make
the quilt.
A quilt is often a family heirloom. Explain “heirloom” to the students. Discuss
any heirlooms they might know about within their own families. Have them
ask their parents about family heirlooms and invite them to share what they
find out.
CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
Discuss with students why a year (to make the quilt) seemed like a long time
to Tanya, but not to her grandmother. Brainstorm with students a list of things
that may take a year to complete.
Obtain a copy of Tanya’s Reunion, the sequel to The Patchwork Quilt, and
continue the story of Tanya’s family with the students. In this book, Tanya
visits the old family farm and learns more about her family’s history through
her grandmother’s stories of the past.
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Obtain some photographs of quilts, such as those found on calendars and
in quilt books, so that students may see the enormous variety of patterns
and colors used in making quilts. Invite families to bring a quilt to school. Ask
students to notice the differences among applique, embroidered, and patchwork quilts. Discuss the patterns, shapes, and evidence of symmetry they
see in both patches and stitching. Have them look for quilt blocks, or squares,
and notice how they are formed and how they fit together. Some of the family
quilts may have stories to go with them—allow time for sharing these stories.
Invite a quilter into the classroom to do a demonstration. Have this person
show the stages in the process, e.g., deciding on a pattern, selecting colors
and fabric, cutting pieces, fitting them together and stitching, assembling quilt
blocks into a larger piece, the use of the cotton batting, and the actual quilting.
Make a paper quilt featuring students and their grandparents. Cut construction paper squares (5 x 5 inches). Have students draw a picture of some
activity they enjoy doing with their grandparents (or other older relative) on
their individual squares. Also have them write a caption for the picture that
tells about the activity. Arrange the squares on a colored paper background,
glue in place, and display the finished “quilt” in the classroom.
Ask for donations of all sorts of scraps of fabric. Have students sort pieces
of fabric according to color, texture of material, pattern or design in the cloth
(e.g., stripes, plaid, flowered, etc.), and other categories they think of on their
own. After classifying the fabric pieces, have students think of some colors,
patterns, and shapes that might go well together. Invite someone who sews to
show the students how they can stitch the pieces together into a “crazy quilt.”
(Work with a size that can be made into a wall hanging for the classroom.)
After the students finish their quilt top, have someone who knows how to
make a simple quilt (such as a tie quilt) help them add the backing. Display
the finished quilt.
From the fabric scraps, have students select a scrap that has a definite
design or pattern. Glue the scrap on a piece of paper that is twice the size of
the fabric. Have students use crayons to continue the pattern or design of the
fabric on the paper.
Have students save their school lunch milk containers (rinse thoroughly and
wash with soap). Use the containers for milk carton structures (mini-versions
of the milk carton house that LeVar shows in the program). Encourage students to use their imaginations in their creations.
RELATED THEMES:
families
recycling
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RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:
Program #130 — The Carousel
Program #121 — Always My Dad
Program #126 — On The Day You Were Born
Program #89 — Through Moon And Stars And Night Skies
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The Cat & Bird Quilt and and matching Pillow is finally ready! You will find the pattern and explanation under Free Patterns. Share this
post on: on Twitter on Facebook.Â For those of you waiting for the popular Cats & Birds Quilt, we are working on the last details and it
will be ready very soon! Share this post on: on Twitter on Facebook. 10. January 2019 | Categories: Spring, Patchwork and quilt, Dolls,
Accessories, Inspiration, The Studio, Tilda around the world, Fabric, Interior ideas, Dolls and animals.
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